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ABSTRACT

The sequenced genomes of the two closely related
bacteria Mycoplasma genitalium  and Mycoplasma
pneumoniae  were compared with emphasis on
genome organization and coding capacity. All the 470
proposed open reading frames (ORFs) of the smaller
M.genitalium  genome (580 kb) were contained in the
larger genome (816 kb) of M.pneumoniae . There were
some discrepancies in annotation, but inspection of
the DNA sequences showed that the corresponding
DNA was always present in M.pneumoniae . The two
genomes could be subdivided into six segments. The
order of orthologous genes was well conserved within
individual segments but the order of these segments
in both bacteria was different. We explain the different
organization of the segments by translocation via
homologous recombination. The translocations did
not disturb the continuous bidirectional course of
transcription in both genomes, starting at the proposed
origin of replication. The additional 236 kb in
M.pneumoniae,  compared with the M.genitalium
genome, were coding for 209 proposed ORFs not
identified in M.genitalium . Of these ORFs, 110 were
specific to M.pneumoniae  exhibiting no significant
similarity to M.genitalium  ORFs, while 76 ORFs were
amplifications of ORFs existing mainly as single
copies in M.genitalium . In addition, 23 ORFs containing
a copy of either one of the three repetitive DNA
sequences RepMP2/3, RepMP4 and RepMP5 were
annotated in M.pneumoniae  but not in M.genitalium,
although similar DNA sequences were present. The
M.pneumoniae -specific genes included a restriction-
modification system, two transport systems for
carbohydrates, the complete set of three genes coding
for the arginine dihydrolase pathway and 14 copies of
the repetitive DNA sequence RepMP1 which were part
of several different translated genes with unknown
function.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first publication of the complete nucleotide sequence of
the genome of the bacterium Haemophilus influenzae (1), four
more sequences of bacterial genomes have been published, namely

Mycoplasma genitalium (2), Methanococcus jannaschii (3),
Synechocystis sp. (4) and Mycoplasma pneumoniae (5), but many
more are expected to appear within the next 1–2 years. The large
amount of data produced has already initiated several studies on
whole genome comparisons, between the genomes from Escheri-
chia coli, Haemophilus influenzae and M.genitalium; bacteria
which are only distantly related (6,7).

The complete sequencing of the M.pneumoniae genome enabled
us to accomplish a comparative analysis of two genomes of
closely related organisms: M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae.
Both M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae are human surface parasites
and in nature depend on the host which supplies them with
essential nutrients, but both organisms can be propagated in vitro
in a serum-enriched cell-free medium. Yet, it is much more
difficult to cultivate in vitro M.genitalium; in fact only a few isolates
of M.genitalium have been made so far (8).

Mycoplasma pneumoniae is preferentially found in the respiratory
tract (9) and M.genitalium in the urogenital tract (10), although
exceptions are possible. The isolation of M.genitalium from the
respiratory tract of M.pneumoniae-infected patients has been
reported (11) and M.pneumoniae has recently been isolated from
urogenital clinical specimens (12). This shows that both bacteria
can exist in the same environment.

Mycoplasma pneumoniae is an established human pathogen
causing atypical pneumonia, mostly in children and young adults
(13,14). There is accumulating evidence that M.genitalium is one
of the agents of nongonococcal urethritis in man (14).

Both bacteria share a similar flask-like morphology and show
serological cross reactions (14), but they differ in several important
features, including a difference in G+C content (8 mol%) and
genome size (236 kb), different tissue specificity and pathogenic
effects for humans (13,14), and genomic DNA:DNA hybridizations
show low values (15). Since the complete nucleotide sequences
of both genomes have been established, it has become feasible to
compare both bacteria at the nucleotide and protein level.

The genome of M.genitalium consists of only 580 070 base
pairs (bp) representing the smallest bacterial genome presently
known (2). The additional genetic information contained in the
larger genome (816 394 bp) of M.pneumoniae (5) is probably the
key for explaining and understanding the observed biological
differences between both species. The comparison of these two
closely related bacteria might also provide information for
defining essential functions of a self-replicating minimal cell as
well as dispensable functions on the way to smaller genomes.
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Table 1. Classification of M.pneumoniae-specific ORFs without orthologs in M.genitalium

Table 2.  Mycoplasma pneumoniae-specific ORFs with significant similarities to proteins in databases

This publication describes the results of our comparative analysis
of these two mycoplasma genomes with emphasis on genome
organization, coding capacity and gene to gene comparison.

METHODS

Computer assisted analysis

Analyses were performed with the HUSAR (Heidelberg Unix
Sequence Analysis Resources) program package release 4.0 at the
German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany. This

package is based on the GCG program package version Unix-8.1
of the Genetics Computer Group, Wisconsin.

For the DNA and protein comparisons, the FASTA (16) and
BLAST (17) programs (BLASTX, BLASTN and BLASTP) were
used. Protein sequences were aligned by using either the program
GAP (pairwise alignment) based on the algorithm of Needleman
and Wunsch (18) or CLUSTAL (19) for multiple alignments. The
G+C content was calculated by the program WINDOW. Codon
usage was assessed with the program CODONFREQUENCY.

The annotated sequence data from M.genitalium (2) and
M.pneumoniae (5) serve as the basis for the comparative analyses.
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Table 3.  Comparison of functional classification of proteins based on sequence similarity

Abbreviations: n.d., not detected; n.a., not annotated; +, according to our calculations; *, see refs. 5, 20, 21 and 50, numbers
are different from those published by Fraser et al. (2); numbers in brackets, percentage of total ORFs.
For comparison between H.influenzae and M.genitalium see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov./cgi-bin/complete_genomes

Corrections to the original paper on M.genitalium were only
considered if they were published in a scientific journal.

Our published data (5) can also be accessed at the world wide web
(www) page (http://www.zmbh.uni-heidelberg.de/M_pneumoniae).
The www-pages contain the following additional information:
differences to annotations of M.genitalium ORFs, missing ORFs
in M.genitalium, lists of direct length-comparisons of the
orthologous M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae ORFs, degree of
identity between orthologous genes/proteins, and theoretical
two-dimensional protein maps of both bacteria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coding capacity

Originally, 470 ORFs were proposed for M.genitalium (2) and 677
for M.pneumoniae (5). After the publication of the M.genitalium
sequence a few changes were introduced (20) and a number of
functional corrections and new assignments were added [(21,22)
see www]. But, independent of these ambiguities a comparison
at the ORF and nucleotide sequence level shows clearly that all
of the proposed M.genitalium ORFs are completely contained in
M.pneumoniae. There are some discrepancies in annotation and
functional prediction, but in all instances inspection of the
M.genitalium DNA sequences showed that the corresponding
DNA sequence was present in M.pneumoniae. An obvious
example is the ORF MG468 in M.genitalium which was assigned
in the gene map (2) but originally misnamed in the table on the
www pages (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/mdb/mgdb/mgdb.html) or the
ortholog to the proposed ORF F10_orf357 of the p65 operon of
M.pneumoniae was not annotated in M.genitalium, but the DNA
sequence coding for a protein with a significant similarity is
present between the ORFs MG218 and MG219 in M.genitalium
(23). Further, we proposed for M.pneumoniae ORFs containing
the repetitive DNA sequences RepMP2/3, RepMP4 and RepMP5

[Table 1, (24)], this was not done for M.genitalium, but again at
the DNA level the sequences were present. For more detailed
information see also our www pages.

The difference in size between the two mycoplasma genomes
amounts to 236 kb coding for 209 proposed ORFs [Table 1, www
pages, (5)]. Among these ORFs (Table 1) there are two prominent
groups: (i) ORFs showing similarities to functionally assigned
proteins only present in M.pneumoniae and gene amplifications
thereof (Tables 1 and 2); these ORFs may help to explain the
biological differences between M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium.
(ii) ORFs which are amplified and are also present in M.genitalium
but with a smaller copy number; these ORFs contribute to the
difference in genome size but not as much to the repertoire of new
functions. The relatively small number of M.pneumoniae-specifi-
c proposed ORFs with significant similarities to proteins with known
functions is summarized in Table 2.

The most important functions are: (i) an hsd-type restriction-
modification (R-M) system; (ii) two phosphoenolpyruvate:carbo-
hydrate phosphotransferase systems (PTS), one with a predicted
transport specificity for mannitol and the other with an unknown
specificity; (iii) an NADP-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase;
(iv) the complete set of the enzymes involved in the arginine
dihydrolase pathway consisting of arginine deiminase, ornithine
carbamoyltransferase and carbamate kinase.

Also included here are the predicted ORFs which contain
sequences of the repetitive DNA sequence RepMP1, first described
by Wenzel and Herrmann (25).

The proposed restriction-modification (R-M) system shares the
highest similarity with the type I restriction-modification system
from E.coli (26). This system consists of an enzyme complex
with three different subunits: R (1033 amino acids) for restriction,
M (520 amino acids) for modification and S (410 amino acids) for
sequence specificity. This type of R-M system has been already
identified in Mycoplasma pulmonis (27). The comparison of the
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R subunits size from M.pulmonis and M.pneumoniae and also of
the orthologs of E.coli and H.influenzae, strongly suggests that
the three ORFs H91_orf376, H91_orf115 and H91_orf206,
corresponding to the N-terminal, the middle, and the C-terminal
part of a complete R subunit are the result of frameshifts. Since
the repeated sequence analysis with PCR-amplified genomic
M.pneumoniae confirmed our original DNA sequence, we assume
that our M.pneumoniae strain carries frameshift mutations in the
hsdR gene. We also observed a number of gene amplifications of
the hsdS gene coding for S subunits varying in length between
363 and 145 amino acids. Since the orthologs in E.coli, H.influenzae
or M.pulmonis are ∼400 amino acids long, we assume that the
shorter ORFs in M.pneumoniae are truncated, inactive forms.

The two additional PTS systems found in M.pneumoniae
should be advantageous for a cell which depends on the import
of many precursors (28). The mannitol specificity needs to be
taken with some reservation, since the highest score in database
similarity searches does not give definite results concerning
specificity of the substrate to be transported. The advantage of a
mannitol transport system for M.pneumoniae can only be evaluated
if we know more about the prevalence of mannitol in the human
respiratory tract.

Mycoplasma pneumoniae codes for an alcohol dehydrogenase
(adh). This enzyme reduces acetaldehyde to ethanol in an NADPH-
dependent reaction. Acetaldehyde and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
are produced by the deoxyribose-phosphate-aldolase from
2-deoxy-ribose-5-phosphate. Besides removing the toxic acetyl-

dehyde from the cell the alcohol dehydrogenase activity is one way
to regulate the NADPH:NADP+ equilibrium in the bacterium (29).

Mycoplasma pneumoniae could use, in principle, the arginine
dihydrolase pathway (ADI) to generate ATP from arginine. The
pathway requires the three enzymes arginine deiminase, ornithine
carbamoyltransferase and carbamate kinase. Citrulline, ornithine
and carbamyl phosphate are the intermediates in the ADI pathway
(29). The importance of this pathway for M.pneumoniae and
other arginine-fermenting mycoplasmas as an energy source has
not really been evaluated. Based on the now available detailed
genetic information, it will be possible to construct and select
mutants defective in one of the enzymes of the ADI pathway and
analyze the consequences of these defects. This approach can be
applied to all the M.pneumoniae genes which are absent in
M.genitalium, since these genes might be advantageous but may
not be essential for growth of M.pneumoniae; at least under
laboratory conditions.

The group of functionally assigned gene products included
proposed ORFs containing RepMP1 sequences in their coding
region. We do not know the function of these proteins, but it could
be shown that antibodies to fusion proteins containing RepMP1
derived protein sequences reacted positively in Western blots of
electrophoresed M.pneumoniae protein extracts. Several proteins
of different size were identified (30) indicating that more than one
of the proposed ORFs was indeed expressed. In the case of these
RepMP1-containing genes, the mutagenesis approach is not useful,
since the complete genome sequence revealed 14 copies of these
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Figure 1. The complete gene map of the M.pneumoniae genome and the alignment of the corresponding M.genitalium ORFs. The thick, coloured arrows represent
the position, size and direction of transcription of the proposed ORFs of M.pneumoniae. The official name of an ORF can be deduced from the cosmid name above
the horizontal scale-line and the black number directly below the thick arrows, e.g. the correct ORF name represented by the first complete green arrow is E07_orf1113.
For more details see ref. 5. The second number in colour below the black number indicates the corresponding ORF number (e.g. MG141) of M.genitalium, except
for the yellow segment, where the M.genitalium ORFs were also drawn in black for better visibility. Throughout the genome map the ORFs of M.genitalium are oriented
in the same direction as the ORFs of M.pneumoniae. The genes of the M.genitalium map are named in numerical order, starting with MG001 localized in this
comparative map around nucleotide position 206 000 (dnaA region). Any divergence in the order of orthologous genes can be recognized by the discontinuity of the
numbers of the M.genitalium ORFs. In all cases where the consecutive order of M.genitalium orthologs is conserved, coloured thin horizontal lines connect the first
and last gene in the particular genome region. The order of genes is conserved in both bacteria within six DNA segments each marked by the distinct strong color.
Interspaced M.pneumoniae ORFs without significant similarities to M.genitalium are shown by thick arrows in white (Fig. 1; Tables 1 and 2). Mycoplasma
pneumoniae-specific ORFs representing amplification of M.genitalium homologs (Table 1) were indicated by thick arrows in light colors. Each of these six conserved
DNA segments of M.pneumoniae (strong colors) is bordered by repetitive DNA sequences. Rectangles with various patterns above the scale-line indicate size, position
and direction of transcription for repetitive DNA sequence-derived ORFs. The corresponding repetitive sequences of M.genitalium (MgPa repeats) are shown in Figure 2.

genes, some are truncated, so that it will be difficult to find a
mutant phenotype.

The proposed lipoproteins are the best examples for the
amplification of genes which occur frequently in single copies in
M.genitalium but in multiple copies in M.pneumoniae. The
characteristic features of these lipoproteins have been described
(5,31). Mycoplasma genitalium codes for only 21 lipoproteins
while M.pneumoniae codes for 46 lipoproteins. These lipoproteins
are products of several gene families which also include 20 genes
with sequence similarities to lipoproteins but without the functional
lipoprotein signal peptides. The difference in the number of
lipoproteins is mainly caused by gene amplifications, for instance
see the eight proposed ORFs (Fig. 1) located between nucleotide
positions 249 627 and 256 463 (cosmid pcosMPE09, light red
arrows) which share significant similarities with the two M.genita-
lium ORFs MG439 and MG440. Other examples are the 13
proposed ORFs located between M.pneumoniae nucleotide
positions 306 862 and 320 524 (pcosMPD02) which share

similarities with the M.genitalium ORFs MG067, MG068 and
MG395. 

Apart from the described differences in coding capacity, a
remarkable conformity exists in both bacteria concerning the
composition, number and similarities of the individual components
of the systems involved in basic processes like DNA replication,
transcription, translation, regulation of gene expression, protein
secretion and energy conservation (Table 3). The observation that
the number of genes for certain functional categories is the same
in both bacteria, indicates that here the minimal set of genes is
already assembled and a further reduction would probably be very
disadvantageous to the cells. The similarity between both bacteria
is also shown by several genes or functions which are present or
absent in both bacteria. Among the unidentified products are
some which have to be present because they catalyze singular
essential reactions in otherwise complete pathways (Table 4), for
instance the nucleoside diphosphate kinase (ndk), the key enzyme
for the conversion from NDP to NTP, could not be identified in
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Table 4.  Common features of M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium

References marked with asterisks: the authors proposed ORFs in M.genitalium which should code for the ‘not identified’ proteins. Since in our opinion
the evidence is not convincing enough we consider these functions as still not identified.

either bacteria, but the enzymes which convert bases or nucleosides
into NDPs were present. In other instances, some genes could not
be identified which should be there based on physiological
requirements or experimental evidence, for instance the enzymes
catalase, superoxide peroxidase, dismutase or genes involved in
motility (32). The most prominent examples for this type of
common feature between M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium are
summarized in Table 4. A detailed comparison of all the orthologs
identified in M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium has been already
published (5). Finally, the high degree of agreement of the sequence
analysis and annotations for both genomes confirms the results of
each analysis.

Degree of similarity between orthologs

The G+C contents of M.pneumoniae (40 mol%) and M.genitalium
(32 mol%) vary by 8 mol%. Plotting the G+C content of the first,

second and third position of all the codons used for the proposed
ORFs against the G+C content of the genomes of M.pneumoniae
and M.genitalium reveals that the third codon position is, with
almost 19 mol% difference, the most variable (M.pneumoniae,
41.9 mol%; M.genitalium, 23.1 mol%), the first position is the next
variable (M.pneumoniae, 46.9 mol%; M.genitalium, 41.6 mol%),
and the second position is the most constrained (M.pneumoniae,
33.4 mol%; M.genitalium, 30.0 mol%). Changing the third positions
in ∼32 000 codons (corresponding to the 19 mol% difference) of a
total of 170 400 codons from A or T to G or C would already cause
a 5.6 mol% increase in the G+C content of the M.genitalium
genome without affecting the amino acid composition. This
indicates that the difference in G+C content is mainly caused by
the difference in the third position of the codons (Table 5).

We still cannot explain why only M.pneumoniae has this relatively
high G+C content among the Mollicutes (33). A nucleotide bias
in the mutational mechanism (34) might be the cause. An
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Figure 2. Low resolution G+C-plot of the complete genomes of M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium. The G+C-content was calculated within a windowsize of 1000 bp
and an increment of each 250 bp. The positions of the segments of conserved gene order are indicated as coloured bars. The black dots mark the position of the putative
origins of replication and rrn marks the position of the rRNA operon. The black triangles indicate repetitive DNA sequences. The gaps between the segments with
black inverted triangles above mark a proposed site of translocation. The start point of the M.genitalium genome sequence was changed to MG068 and the sequence
was reverse complemented. The M.genitalium ORF names (e.g. MG068) below the M.genitalium G+C plot indicate the new orientation of the genomic sequence and
the first and last ORF of each segment e.g. the green segment reaches from MG140 to MG185 (see also Fig. 1). Below the plots is a schematic illustration of the different
order of the genomic segments in these two bacteria.

unbalanced supply of the essential external precursors for nucleic
acid synthesis and repair seems unlikely since both bacteria can
grow in the same enviroment. On comparing the similarity of
orthologs in M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae measured as amino
acid identities, we found a large spectrum reaching from 95% to
only 20% identity (www pages). The average was ∼67% identity.
The highest scores were found for housekeeping proteins like
ribosomal proteins, elongation factors or subunits of the FoF1
ATPase. Interesting among these is G12_orf109 (MG353) with a
high identity score but no functional assignment (Table 6). The
high score suggests that this is a protein with a function also well
conserved among other bacteria. Proteins with low identity scores
were the components of the cytoskeleton and the lipoproteins
which are mostly surface-exposed and play a role in antigenic
variation in other mycoplasmas. In analogy to other organisms,
antigenic variation could be accomplished by differential expression
of members of lipoprotein gene families (35). In general,
functionally assigned proteins, which occur in many bacteria,

showed high identities and most of the functionally unassigned
proteins had the lower identity values. About 90% of orthologous
genes were similar in size in both mycoplasmas. Only 52 proposed
ORFs exhibited significant size deviations. The differences were
frequently due to different localization of the start codon (ATG,
TTG, GTG) causing an extension of the N-terminus mainly in
conserved proteins (Table 6, atpD gene) and gaps in genes with
lower identity scores such as the cytadherence accessory genes
hmw1 and hmw3 (Table 6).

The G+C content of the two genomes also influences the total
content of amino acids assigned by codons with only A and/or T
(Phe, Ile, Met, Tyr, Asn, Lys) or G and/or C (Pro, Ala, Arg, Gly) in
the first and second position. We calculated for the 458 orthologous
proteins (Table 5) the following values for the sum of AT codons:
31.78 mol% for M.pneumoniae and 36.1 mol% for M.genitalium,
and for the GC codons, 18.52 mol% for M.pneumoniae and 14.43
mol% for M.genitalium. If we took for these calculations M.pneu-
moniae ORFs with a G+C content <35 mol% (5) a significant
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Table 5.  Codon usage by M.pneumoniae (MP) and
M.genitalium (MG)

All values are calculated in thousands. The ‘MP/MG’
column contains the 458 M.pneumoniae ORFs with
similarity to M.genitalium and the ‘MG/MG’ column
represents the codon usage of the M.genitalium ORFs
with similarity to M.pneumoniae. We compare here
only ORFs with identical annotation.
*The stop codons are not included in the calculation.

increase from 31.44 to 36.9 mol% was observed for AT codons and
a decrease from 18.71 to 13.3 mol% for GC codons. These results

support the findings of Sueoka (37) and many others (for review see
ref. 38) that a relationship exists between the G+C content of a DNA
and the amino acid composition.

Genome organization

One of the main conclusions derived from comparative analyses
of bacterial genome organizations was that gene order is not
conserved. Even the proposed origins of replication, normally
located around the dnaA gene (39) are not uniform. In contrast the
genomes of M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium represent an
example of two different species with a very conserved gene order
(Fig. 1) and dnaA regions (36), revealing the same arrangement
of genes and 69.4% identity at the nucleotide level from
nucleotide position 196 519 to 217 156 (Fig. 1; 36).

The M.pneumoniae and M.genitalium genomes can be subdivided
into six genomic segments (Figs 1 and 2). Within these segments,
the order of genes was conserved with the only exception that
additional genes were interspaced in the larger genome of
M.pneumoniae (indicated by the white and light-coloured arrows
in Fig. 1), but the order of the six fragments is different in both
genomes. A closer inspection of the regions bordering these
segments showed that in each case, one or more of the repetitive
sequences RepMP1, RepMP2/3, RepMP4 and RepMP5 were
present in M.pneumoniae (Fig. 3) and that relics of these sequences
were still visible in M.genitalium. They were named MgPa
repeats (2,40) and revealed strong sequence similarities to the
above mentioned repetitive DNA sequences from M.pneumoniae,
except for RepMP1, which could not be identified in M.genitalium.
We concluded therefore that the reorganization of the M.genitalium
genome took place by translocation of entire segments via
homologous recombination between the repetitive DNA sequences.
This conclusion is supported by the presence of the recA gene in
both mycoplasmas. The proposed sites of translocation in
M.genitalium were between the ORFs MG068/069, MG139/140,
MG185/186, MG192/193 and MG207/208. Only between
MG207 and MG208 there is no MgPa repeat (Fig. 2; 2). 

Except for RepMP1, the repetitive DNA sequences of both
genomes are characterized by their high G+C content, ∼55% in
M.pneumoniae and 43% in M.genitalium. Most of the peaks
reaching above 50 mol% for M.pneumoniae and 40 mol% for
M.genitalium in the plot of the G+C content represent the
repetitive DNA sequences or the P1 gene and the ORF6 gene of
the P1 operon (Figs 2 and 3). They contribute also to the uneven
G+C distribution on the genome (Fig. 2).

It has been pointed out that in both the M.genitalium (2) and
M.pneumoniae genomes (5) a remarkable uniformity of the
direction of transcription is conserved (Fig. 4). We see a frequent
switching of transcription only between nucleotide positions
520 000 and 608 000 on the M.pneumoniae map and between ORF
MG291 and MG247 on the M.genitalium map (Fig. 1). In all other
genome regions only ∼15% of the proposed ORFs are transcribed
against the general direction of transcription. The observed trans-
location of DNA segments which took place in M.genitalium did not
change this uniform transcription pattern. One can see that in both
genomes, the red-coloured region between nucleotide positions
100 000 and 675 000 of the M.pneumoniae genome and between
ORFs MG068 and MG208 of the M.genitalium genome (Figs 1 and
2) has not been rearranged by translocations although the repetitive
DNA sequences, the hypothetical sites for homologous recombina-
tion, were present as indicated for M.pneumoniae in Figures 1 and
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Table 6. Sequence identities of selected genes/proteins

The comparative analysis was done with the program GAP.
*These values consider only the overlapping regions.

2. The corresponding MgPa repetitive DNA sequences are located
between the following pairs of ORFs: MG 226/227, MG260/261,
MG287/288 and MG339/340 (Figs 1 and 2; 2). We explain this
observed genomic stability by a selection pressure which tolerates
translocations only when the transcription of the genes on the
translocated segment does not interfere with the general direction of
transcription of the genomic environment. Most translocations of
DNA segments from outside of the red-coloured area into this
region, by homologous recombination between the repetitive DNA
sequences bordering the DNA segments, would interrupt the
direction of transcription. The proposed mechanism of translocation
permits only insertion in such an orientation, that the genes on this
segment are transcribed in the opposite direction with respect to the
general orientation of transcription of the cell. Such a conserved
continuous bidirectional direction of transcription has not been seen
in H.influenzae (1), Methanococcus jannaschii (3) or in Synecho-
cystis sp. (4); either the genes were preferentially transcribed from
one DNA strand (H.influenzae) or frequent switching of strands
occurred (M.jannaschii). Assuming a bidirectional modus of DNA

replication, it might be possible that transcription and DNA
replication are coupled. This could be a way of regulating gene
expression. Any reversion of this directionality might be disadvan-
tageous to these bacterial cells.

When we analyzed the sites where, compared with M.genita-
lium, the specific additional proposed ORFs of M.pneumoniae
were located, we found a remarkable conformity because they
were mapped in regions of low G+C content. Examples are given
in Figure 3, roughly from nucleotide positions 60 000 to 67 000
and from 94 000 to 99 000. All the proposed ORFs represented
by white arrows are M.pneumoniae-specific. This phenomenon,
the correlation between additional M.pneumoniae-specific genes
and a relative low G+C content, appears throughout the entire
genome (see www pages). In some instances, the segments with
a low G+C content also have a lower coding density (Figs 1 and
3); such as the proposed origin of replication (Fig. 3; 36).
Presently, we have no explanation for this observation. To
understand these findings one has to wait until the direct ancestor
of M.pneumoniae has been identified.
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Figure 3. High resolution G+C plot combined with the gene map of the first 100 kb of the M.pneumoniae genome (5). This figure illustrates the proposed sites of
genomic recombination and their correlation to the repetitive DNA sequences. The position of the repetitive DNA sequences can easily be recognized by an increase
in the G+C-content. The segments of conserved gene order are displayed as coloured bars. The magenta coloured bars indicate the areas of putative genomic
recombinations. The thick coloured arrows indicate the functional categories of the proposed ORFs from M.pneumoniae (5).

The difference in genome size between M.pneumoniae and
M.genitalium can be explained by two processes: Size reduction
of the M.genitalium genome by deleting genes and by an increase
in size of the M.pneumoniae genome by amplification of existing
genes. The best example for the latter event is the significantly
higher number of lipoproteins in M.pneumoniae, many of which
probably arose via gene amplification. If we subtract the length
of the genes amplified from the genome of M.pneumoniae (Table 1),
we end up with a M.pneumoniae genome of ∼710 kb. Unless the
gene amplifications turn out to code for important genetic
information for M.pneumoniae, it appears that the larger genome
does not code for as many more functions as would be anticipated
from its higher DNA content. Following the same argument the
genome size of M.genitalium could also be further reduced,
e.g. to ∼560 000 bp by deleting MgPa repeats.

The minimal cell

Mycoplasma genitalium has the smallest presently known
genome, it is therefore the most promising candidate for defining
and constructing a minimal cell by genetic manipulations e.g.
inactivating or deleting genes. More importantly, the proposed or
constructed minimal cell can be experimentally tested for its
ability to survive and reduplicate under defined conditions. It is
apparent that the minimal set of essential genes for an M.genitalium-

derived minimal cell has to be different depending on growth
conditions, e.g. whether the minimal cell is growing in vitro in a
serum-enriched medium or in the respiratory or urogenital tracts
of the host. It might grow well without adhesin proteins under
laboratory conditions, but it would probably be unable to survive
in the respiratory or urogenital tract without the ability to colonize
following its adhesion to the epithelial surfaces. Therefore, when
defining a minimal cell, one has also to define the environmental
conditions for growth of this cell.

An obvious approach for defining a minimal cell is to start with
M.genitalium, the smallest known existing cell, and gradually
reduce its genetic complexity. The comparison with the larger
M.pneumoniae genome provides hints for genetic information
that may be deleted (see below). An alternative approach for
defining the minimal cell was applied by Mushegian and Koonin
(41). They identified all pairs of orthologous genes in the distantly
related bacteria H.influenzae and M.genitalium and, on this basis,
constructed a minimal gene set of 240 members complemented
by a small number of non-orthologous genes, ending up with a
final set of 256 genes. This approach has two disadvantages:
essential functions could be missed and the difficulty in experimental
verification of the minimal cell [see also the commentary of
Maniloff (42) on the topic ‘the minimal cell genome’]. For
instance a conventional bacterium possesses a cell wall which
provides structural stability and protects it against osmotic stress.
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Figure 4. Comparative presentation of the organization of DNA segments with conserved gene order and general direction of transcription in M.pneumoniae and
M.genitalium. Segments with conserved gene order in both bacteria are shown in the same colour. Gaps within the coloured block and triangles in the red segments
represent repetitive DNA sequences. The black arrows starting in two opposite directions from the proposed origin of replication (black dot) indicate the general
direction of transcription, the two arrowheads mark the region on the genome where the direction of transcription is frequently changing (see also Fig. 1). The numbers
inside the coloured circle indicate the first and last M.genitalium ORF (MG is omitted) of each of the six DNA segments with conserved gene order. For this illustration
the M.genitalium sequence was reverse complemented and the putative origin of replication was oriented in the 3 ‘o’ clock position. This figure shows that the general
transcription orientation is very conserved in these two bacteria and that the proposed genomic recombination took place only in one half of the genome. For clarity,
the ORFs which are transcribed contrary to the general direction of transcription (∼15%, Fig. 1) have not been indicated.

The wall-less M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae do not code for a
single gene involved in cell wall formation but as a substitute they
possess a cytoskeleton (43). The proteins which were proposed
to participate in cytoskeleton formation do not share significant
sequence similarities with proteins from other bacteria, therefore
proteins which have the same function in both, H.influenzae and
M.genitalium, do not share sequence similarities and might be
eliminated as non-essential. On the contrary, comparison of the
two mycoplasma genomes permits several conclusion as to the
probable number of genes involved in macromolecule synthesis,
metabolic and anabolic pathways, transport and formation of
structural elements. The same or a similar number of genes
involved in both mycoplasmas in DNA replication, transcription
and translation suggests that in these functional categories the
minimal gene set has already been established. In other functional
categories, like cell envelope and cytoskeletal proteins, energy
metabolism or transport, more flexibility seems possible, since
environmental conditions might strongly influence the number of
genes/functions required to be supplied by the minimal cell itself.
One has also to consider that quite a proportion of gene functions
in M.genitalium are either still unknown or insufficiently defined,
and it might well be that among the hitherto unclassified genes,
essential genes are hidden. In addition, it remains to be seen how
much intergenic regions contribute to a functional chromosome,
e.g. by influencing the chromosomal DNA topology.

The definition of the minimal cell might be considered as a pure
academic problem and cannot be answered satisfactorily, but it
may be possible to define a minimal set, a core of genes, which

has to be present in every self-replicating cell and which has to be
complemented by additional genetic information depending on
the growth conditions provided by the specific environment.
Mycoplasmas in general, and M.genitalium and M.pneumoniae in
particular, can serve as excellent model organisms to tackle
experimentally the question of the essential functions for small
self-replicating cells.
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